Connecting you in Real Time

Cloud Connected
- Connected for Success!
Lumbar and thoracolumbar bracing have been prescribed by clinicians for non-operative and
post operative spine patients for decades. Have you ever wondered if your patient is actually
wearing the brace you’ve prescribed? Well now you can know! iLink is an electronic module
that detects if a patient is wearing their brace and records and uploads that information to
a secure website through the user’s smartphone. Now you can know, anytime, anywhere.

And especially for your Post-Surgery
patients, now you can know even more…..
With the sensors on-board the iLink module measures patient’s posture and mobility. Time spent
upright versus recumbent and ambulation are keys to avoiding postoperative complications due to
inactivity. Now you can know, anytime, anywhere as this data is uploaded daily to the secure website.

Connecting you in Real Time

Add to Any Brace

Bluetooth module can be added to any brace

The Bluetooth module is available as a compact
module you can mount within any LSO,
TLSO, or custom spinal brace. It’s small size
allows for flexible placement within the brace
and can detect wearing through up to 1/4 inch
of foam or other materials. Your brace is easily
connected by iLink through the downloadable
iLink smartphone APP. Data is automatically
synced to the cloud for remote monitoring.

Works for
Pediatric Scoliosis too!

iLink can be built into your child’s custom
brace so you can be a part of their treatment
plan. You can monitor progress and provide
reinforcement to achieve the best possible
outcome for your child. It records and
uploads information daily without battery
replacement or recharging for up to 6 months!

LSO and TLSO
with monitoring Built In!

Check your progress daily or weekly with the
free iLink smartphone APP

For More Information call 234.678.8965
or email info@intellirodspine.com

If you’re looking
for a turnkey
brace with built-in
iLink monitoring
capabilities, consider
the competitively
priced LSO and TLSO
offered by Intellirod.
One price gets you a comfortable aesthetic
brace with unmatched integrated monitoring
to drive patient engagement, compliance,
satisfaction and ultimately outcomes!

